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ABSTRACT: 

The intention of  this thesis is to design an inclusive experience of  immersive theatrical events and 

study how people respond to various conditions of  these events without human actors. Several 

performances in New York City, Buffalo, Chicago, and Toronto were examined to determine 

potential building typologies for site-specific work, content and formats that attract and entertain 

diverse populations, and methods for producing immersive theatre. To test theories resulting from 

this study, a production was developed utilizing resources in the Buffalo community, from the site 

to content creators to pilot audiences. 

In the Dark is a site-specific, immersive experience set in the Perot Malt House at Silo City, in 

Buffalo, NY, using silent disco headphones and a prescribed path through the building using 

recorded verbal directions. The audio content weaves together excerpts from the dramatic 

script Interior by Maurice Maeterlinck, spoken word poetry by Tom Dreitlan, historical narrative 

by Jim Watkins, and ambient music, to create a story that can be accessed through multiple 

modes. The production used space, objects, air, light, and materiality as active components of  the 

event, replacing live performers and challenging the audience to interpret stories in a new way. 

Dense overlapping of  content, time, space, place, meaning, memory, and action, created a 

dynamic event where each individual experience was simultaneously intimate and communal.  

An online survey was given to audience members to gauge the success of  various inclusive design 

features and video documentation was analyzed to make observations about the audience’s 

behaviors. These findings were synthesized into a set of  design recommendations for future 

productions that considers both successful interventions and suggestions for improvements. 
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PROBLEM: 

Theatre buildings in America are being renovated, reused, left vacant, and in most cases 

demolished. This comes as the result of  a shift in mainstream culture away from traditional forms 

of  entertainment, to new modes of  storytelling through modern technologies. From the invention 

of  the radio, to film, television, and more recently video games and virtual reality environments, 

peoples’ concept of  stories has changed. Social media and virtual worlds have affected 

Americans’ understanding of  their own worlds, where they now experience their lives in 

fragments - collages of  non-chronological memories - in short bursts. For instance, scrolling 

though a stream of  Instagram photos does not require the same attention as confining oneself  to 

a theatre seat for two hours to watch a classical play. Why have people turned to digital and most 

often solitary means of  entertainment? Traditional theatre is often associated with elitism due to 

the ornate design of  theaters, the price of  admission, and the perceived requirement of  being 

highly educated to attend and understand the performance. Theatre buildings have become 

white elephants due to their highly specific program, which requires a high cost to build, 

maintain, and operate. Raked floors, high ceilings, and non-orthogonal rooms result in an 

inefficient use of  space for any program other than theatre. This makes reuse difficult and 

expensive for any purpose other than cinema or other programs with similar acoustic and visual 

needs.  

Before one arrives at the entrance of  a theatre they have already purchased a ticket, of  which the 

cost directly correlates to the perceived quality of  seat you were assigned. Perceived, not actual 

quality, since the ‘best seat in the house’ has changed several times over the years. In 

Shakespeare’s Globe Theatre during Elizabethan times, peasants stood in the pit at ground level 
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closest to the stage, while noblemen sat in balconies physically and metaphorically above them. 

Today an orchestra seat in a Broadway theatre would set one back hundreds of  dollars, where 

people who can not or choose not to pay these prices, sit in the ‘nosebleed seats’. The more 

precious seats often have little to do with sightlines, acoustics, or comfort, since the actual ideal 

location based on those qualifiers may actually be somewhere in the middle of  the theatre. One 

may ask why someone would pay a higher price to sit in a lesser quality seat, but this is often the 

case since people do not always go to the theatre with the primary intention of  witnessing a good 

performance. Theatre buildings play to peoples’ desire to see and be seen, with examples such as 

the Paris Opera House, designed as much to be a social experience as it was to host operas.  

This inherent social hierarchy in theatre buildings has excluded many populations from ever 

experiencing theatre. Americans may not be blind to the fact that they are no longer interested in 

making stagnant theatre for the wealthy. The most successful production on Broadway today is 

undoubtedly ‘Hamilton’ - a rap musical with a cast of  diverse actors and actresses portraying 

historical figures. This is likely due to the style of  music used, which is more aligned with what 

people are listening to outside of  the theater, and to the fact that the cast is diverse in race, 

gender, and background. More populations are being represented, therefore drawing more 

interest from people who identify with them. The type and content of  theatre being produced is 

taking a step in the right direction, but the location and cost may still be exclusionary factors. 

Can taking theatre out of  theaters provide a more inclusive experience and therefore engage 

diverse populations in the performing arts?  

To most Americans, theatre typically means traveling to a specific building at a specific time, to sit 

in a room with dozens to hundreds of  other people, to watch performers act out a true or 
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imagined story. However, over the years and across the globe, there have been deviations from 

this model, derived from both cultural practices and artistic explorations. In Egypt, ceremonies 

along the Nile River become theatrical through their use of  a special part of  the river at a special 

time. During the rest of  the year, the section of  the river used for these rituals was not considered 

special, nor was the rest of  the river, however the context and the gathering of  people provided 

an environment for performance. Similarly, in Bali, performances would happen in the streets 

during daily routines in public spaces, often over long spans of  time and traveling across the city. 

In these examples, the concepts of  time, place, and event overlap, producing theatre that is truly 

for the people.  

Contemporary versions of  these types of  performances are happening today in the form of 

immersive and site-specific theatre. In immersive theatre the lines between performer and 

audience and between performance and life are blurred; the audience is placed within the 

environment of  the story, allowed to roam and explore, and therefore play witness, front and 

center, to the events without the distancing factor of  a proscenium. There are many benefits to 

this concept including low or no admission price, a flexible actor/audience relationship (no 

permanent front row), and varying levels of  engagement, allowing the audience to make choices 

throughout their experience. Immersive theatre can take place anywhere, making it possible to 

bring theatre to diverse populations who may not be able to or who chose not to attend 

performances in traditional theaters.  
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SIGNIFICANCE: 

When considering the current state of  historic buildings in Buffalo, NY, it is evident that buildings 

once used for performance purposes can not be sustained. More than a dozen of  Buffalo’s once 

prominent theaters have been demolished between the 1940s and 2000s. On the other hand, 

about half  a dozen of  theaters currently operating in the city were vacant at least once in their 

lifetime or were originally built with another purpose in mind. For instance, the space that 

Alleway Theatre now occupies was built around 1942 as a Greyhound Bus Terminal, and was 

renovated in the early 1990s to house performances. This condition is likely a result of  two 

factors. The first is that over 75% of  operating theaters in Buffalo are located within the Buffalo 

Theatre District bounded roughly by Washington, Tupper, Pearl and Chippewa Streets. The 

district designation creates a region within the city that bolsters economic growth through 

restaurants, retail, and other businesses that patrons of  the theaters also support. Therefore, new 

theatre companies seek space within this district for their permanent home since it is already 

established as a hub for performing arts. It is more likely that people will patronize a new business 

in an area they are previously familiar with. The other factor is that not all theatre companies 

require a proscenium arch theatre with a fly tower and raked seating in order to produce the type 

of  work they are interested in. The challenges introduced by adaptively reusing a space can 

provide creative opportunities for theatre companies to develop new work. It is also much simpler 

and more economical to operate a smaller scale building with less complexity than a traditional 

theatre house. Buildings that were not originally designed for theatre often present the ability to 

use the same space for multiple purposes at different times, or different spaces in the building  for 

multiple purposes at the same time. This adaptability allows for creativity within business 

practices and collaborations within and between organizations.  
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Owning, or even renting, a permanent space can be an enormous financial burden for a theatre 

company to take on. The company therefore must focus its energy on being able to pay bills, 

rather than developing new, creative work. In some cases this comes at a sacrifice to directors and 

actors, as they are forced to produce work that is popular, appealing to all audiences, and 

guaranteed to generate revenue. This limits freedom both in the type of  theatre being produced, 

as well as in room for experimentation. Removing theatre from theaters not only gives life to 

existing architecture, but gives theatre companies a relief  from the financial necessity to produce 

unenthusiastic work. The use of  underutilized buildings for site-specific performance often comes 

at a much lower cost since some of  these spaces are in the public domain or owners welcome the 

opportunity for their building to be utilized in a creative manner for reduced or no fee. The 

difficulty comes in finding a building that suits the needs of  the performance with an owner who 

is generous. As a business model, utilizing abandoned or otherwise unoccupied buildings would 

benefit two sectors of  the city - the performing arts industry and vacant building stock.  

METHODS: 

The initial intent of  this project was to determine a method for theatre to become more 

accessible in multiple interpretations of  the word. Building and access codes have improved some 

conditions that previously prevented people with physical disabilities from enjoying theatrical 

productions. However, many of  these codes do not go far enough in creating an equal 

experience, and many theatre companies do not exceed the code due to lack of  knowledge or 

funds. Theaters can be exclusionary in many ways aside from physical access - primarily when it 

comes to socioeconomic background and cognitive ability. Theatre buildings were assessed to 

determine which of  these conditions prevented access to certain populations and theatrical 
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productions outside of  traditional theaters were analyzed to determine successful means of 

including these populations. When dissecting these models, immersive theatre emerged as a 

method for change that is slowly being implemented in cities across the globe.  

Research primarily took place across two cities - New York City and Buffalo, New York. New 

York City, as a mecca of  performance in the United States, provided the grounds for the 

observation of  dozens of  performances, both structured and spontaneous in nature. Buffalo, as 

the intended site for the final outcome, was analyzed to determine interest in the performing arts 

among the local community as well as for potential buildings and public spaces to host a 

performance.  

Eight plays, taking place in a spectrum of  venues across New York City, were documented and 

analyzed to determine relationships between actors and audience, infrastructure utilized, the 

demographics of  the audience, and the context of  each. Three of  these productions stood out as 

particularly successful for various reasons related to accessibility and replicability. For consistency, 

an observation form was developed and used to document each of  the plays.  

Interviews were conducted with professionals in various fields related to performance. These 

included Stephen Burdman, director of  New York Classical Theatre, Dan Shanahan, artistic 

director of  Torn Space Theater, and Abigail Browde, director of  600 Highwaymen. Speaking 

with directors of  theatrical performances provided an alternative perspective and insights to how 

people who curate stories in space conceive their ideas.  
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DEVELOPMENT: 

Ideally, a list of  steps or processes could be provided for readers to follow to both delineate the 

evolution of  this production as well as to serve as a guide for future productions. However, the 

development of  the work was as layered and interwoven as the work itself. This simultaneity was 

crucial in creating a dynamic and truly connected piece of  work. The major components of  a 

production - the site and the story - have a chicken and egg relationship since neither can truly 

come first and they must be thought of  concurrently to find true meaning in each. This 

conception is very intrinsic to the experiences of  the designer. If  the designer choses a story and 

sets out to find the ideal location to set it, they will never do so. The perfect location for any story 

is in the real or imagined place in which the author was thinking of  when they wrote it. 

Comparatively, and with some exception, the ideal purpose for a building is that which the 

architect designed it for. So to chose a story and site independently of  one another would set up 

an unsuccessful situation where neither is true to the other.  

Forcing a story into a building or imposing a building on a story does not do either justice. This 

is, in some part, why choosing an existing script as the sole story generator is not an acceptable 

practice, and the story must include the real and/or imagined history of  the site. This is not to 

say that a sterile account of  the history of  the building must be read aloud at some point during 

the performance - as with any aspect of  the performance it should be subtle and blend naturally 

with each other component.   
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The Site 

The requirements for the site were as follows: 

i. The site should be a small, stand alone building or a single floor of  a larger site. This 

was to ensure that the scale of  the interventions and choreography would remain 

manageable within the time frame and scope of  the project.  

ii. The site should be located in a heavily residential area in order to attract an audience 

from the immediate vicinity, or a location that can act as a destination within the city to 

attract people who are interested in exploring buildings outside of  their own 

neighborhoods.  

iii. The site should be within a building of  historic significance and/or an older building 

whose story has yet to be told, in order to create richness in the story both real and 

imagined. [This requirement intentionally excludes a specific date range, as the exact age 

of  the building does not matter and can be left to the discretion of  those developing the 

work.] 

iv. The site should include rooms or spaces of  various sizes and type in order to provide 

visual and acoustic barriers, opportunity for both intimate and communal spaces, and 

structured circulation. 

The criteria of  the site were followed in deciding on the Perot Malt House and with some 

exception, yielded successful results. However, for future productions following this model, the 

second and fourth criteria could be modified. While the fourth criteria specifies the space should 

create a varied experience with visual and acoustic separation, there could be many anomalies. 
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By utilizing Silent Disco Headphones for all audio content of  this production, the need for 

acoustic barriers was eliminated. Since audio cues were delivered directly through the devices, 

the audience members were already acoustically isolated from one another, removing the need 

for controlling sound within the environment. The next iteration of  this concept could involve 

spatialized sound design to imply physical space through the audio and provide digital acoustic 

barriers rather than a need for the site to provide physical acoustic separation.  

An additional criteria that governed that site choice was accessibility. Choosing a single floor of  a 

building, ensures that the space can be physically accessible. The requirement then, would not be 

that the space necessarily exists as an accessible space, but that it can either be subdivided into an 

accessible space or temporarily and appropriately modified to be physically accessible for the 

duration of  the rehearsal and performance time.  

In addition to the spatial and technical requirements for a space, there are logistical aspects that 

must be considered. A building or space that has been well-maintained and is perhaps used for 

other functions may have more stringent scheduling or come at a higher cost to use. Similarly, 

buildings of  historic significance may be listed on National or State Historic Registers and have 

restrictions on how they can be used or modified (even temporarily). On the other hand, there 

may be legal concerns both in terms of  safety and ownership when considering a building that 

has been abandoned or neglected. Depending on the resources allocated for a given production, 

both of  these types of  buildings may be valid options. However, regardless of  the available 

budget, frugality should be observed in order to ensure low to no cost transferred on to the 

audience members for admission to the performance. 
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Only buildings and spaces within the city of  Buffalo were considered for this project. This was for 

practical purposes in regard to traveling to the site, working with artists and performers from the 

area, and to establish a relationship between all elements of  the production. A production of  this 

nature can not be executed without fully engaging with the site on a regular basis, which includes 

having unrestricted access (or as much access as possible) to the site and working with people who 

have a connection to the site in one or more ways.  

Several potential sites were considered and explored to determine the possible successes and 

challenges of  each. Since the purpose is to utilize an existing structure, there inherently is not a 

‘perfect’ building. The idea then, is to find a space that best fits both the logistical and ethereal 

needs of  the production, and resourcefully structure the performance within these parameters. 

Certain criteria were kept in mind before considering any of  these spaces, however upon 

analyzing each one, more criteria were developed based on foreseen challenges.  

The term building is used loosely in this section, as a formal structure was not necessarily a 

requirement for this production. The built environment can be seen as a stage for living, therefore 

giving us infinite spaces and series of  spaces to perform within and around. For instance, a few 

blocks of  Richmond Avenue were considered as a site, due to a personal connection with the 

area. This street is highly residential, punctuated by traffic circles and the occasional religious 

building. Setting the performance in a public space allows for unlimited access both for the 

performers and audience before and during the performance, but also for others upon conclusion 

of  the performance, opening up the possibility of  an ongoing or extended performance through 

one or more means. This could include semi-permanent physical traces of  the events, publicly 

available visual documentation, and/or an accompanying audio file that allows audience 
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members to experience the performance again on their own terms. Complications of  using a 

public space include the inability to control certain elements such as outside individuals 

interfering with the performance (unintentionally or otherwise) and the inability to legally install 

any large sale or permanent physical intervention. Weather and other factors also become more 

prominent, and potentially problematic, in a fully exterior space. Similarly, a performance that 

requires traveling a long distance may prevent or deter people with mobile disabilities from 

attending. A production may be successful using an exterior, promenade-style method if  the story 

requires a number of  independent spaces, an expansive setting, or could be enhanced by non-

participants inhabiting the same space.   

For this project, low cost and unlimited access to the space were top priorities. This led to 

working with members of  the community who have a personal connection to the project or the 

university. Benjamin Siegel, a private architect in Buffalo and alumni of  the school, offered the 

use of  a space in a building on Candler Street, which is set to be redeveloped into a brewery and 

events space. The third floor space was large, open, and marked by a thick, concrete column grid. 

A couple of  nuanced spaces such as the corners around the elevator shafts and a doorway in a 

small nook were found in the otherwise universal space. Architecturally, the space and materials 

were very interesting and the freedom of  use were very appealing. Physically dividing the space 

into smaller vignettes may have been a challenge, but the vast openness provided much 

opportunity. Since the building is currently acting as a staging area for a construction project 

across the street, the space is wired for electricity and could be heated, which gave the option to 

more easily design artificial lighting conditions.  
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One of  the most tempting aspects of  the space was the temporality it provided. While the 

building was not to be demolished, it was in transition - a raw, unfinished space soon to be a 

public establishment. People would have inhabited the same space after the production and while 

spatially it would have been more or less unchanged, there would have been the memory of  an 

event and residual energy from the event present in the space. Audience members could have 

returned to the space but in an entirely different context without the visual or circumstantial 

evidence of  the previous event. This sets up an interesting precedent for using not only 

underutilized buildings, but also temporarily un-utilized buildings, to create intense and 

inherently temporal work, that can not be identically replicated or repeated.  

Chandler Street is an up and coming street in the Black Rock neighborhood and an event, or 

series of  events like this, could draw more attention and interest in development to the area. 

Ultimately, the lack of  an elevator to a space three stories above ground, required searching 

elsewhere in order to provide audience members and performers basic physical accessibility. 

Where basic necessities are non-negotiable, other conditions of  the space should be thought of 

not as negative aspects, but as potential for design.  

The University at Buffalo School of  Architecture and Planning has a long-standing relationship 

with those who own and operate Silo City. Many students and faculty have independently or 

collaboratively designed and installed work on the site. This includes small built works such as the 

first-year studio full-scale build warming hut projects, temporary installations for arts festivals in 

the summer, and indefinite sculptural pieces such as John Wightman’s hanging tube installation. 

Some of  these works inhabit the numerous industrial buildings, whereas others stand on their 

own in the natural landscape.  
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The Perot Malt House was built in 1907, after two plants owned by the same company were 

discontinued in both Philadelphia, PA and Oswego, NY. An addition to the building in 1933 

doubled the production to 2,000,000 bushels of  malt per year, as a result of  the repeal of 

Prohibition. The Perot Malting Company started in the year 1687 in Philadelphia, nearly a 

century before the United States claimed their independence, and yet they managed to keep their 

business at the cutting edge of  technology. Electronic controls made the malt-making process 

extremely precise and electronically controlled gas fired kilns were the most up-to-date of  the 

time.  

The Story 

The concept of  theatre and theater buildings is being so heavily challenged, it would be 

inappropriate to then use a traditional dramatic script and perform within the strict parameters 

of  such. A dynamic script was developed merging together existing and original work by a 

playwright, a local poet, the caretaker of  Silo City, and the designer.  

Interior is a script written by Belgian playwright Maurice Maeterlinck in 1895. The one-act play 

opens on the Old Man and the Stranger outside the family’s house, where the two go on to 

discuss how to inform the family of  the death of  one of  their three daughters. Throughout the 

play, the actions and emotions of  the family are described as they are seen through the backlit 

windows of  the house. Characters in this play are not named, but rather given archetypes such as 

‘the Old Man’ and ‘the Mother’, keeping in the symbolist style of  the playwright. Symbolism 

reaches beyond characters in this play and delves into the architecture as well. Lighting 

conditions both inside and outside the house are described frequently, used to symbolize 

knowledge, truth, understanding, and time.  
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If  strictly following the stage notes in the script, the play would likely be performed in a 

traditional theatre, with the Old Man, Stranger, and other ‘exterior’ characters at the forefront, a 

representation of  windows in the middle of  the stage, and the family behind, miming the action 

of  the story. The setup actually works quite well based on the playwright’s intentions. This 

scenario moves the ‘frame’ further away from the audience, to the plane of  the windows, and 

while the speaking characters are on stage, the feeling is that the audience and characters are of 

one collective mass, and the family is of  another. The audience may feel disassociated from the 

family members, and more connected to the lead characters.  The content of  the play, and the 

way it is staged, with the characters and audience looking in on the family, creates a voyeuristic 

situation, where the watching body of  people at times may experience guilt or shame for violating 

the privacy of  the family.   

In eliminating the stagnant nature of  this structure, the audience is forced to encounter the plot 

in a more direct way. If  the audience and performers were to inhabit the same space at the same 

time, the audience may even feel inclined to reach out to the ‘family’ and tell of  the tragedy 

themselves.  

This play deals with some sensitive subject matter, both the death of  a young girl, and suicide as 

the insinuated cause of  her death. While theatre is meant to provoke emotion and at times take 

audience members out of  their comfort zone, it should be noted that the content of  the 

performance should be just as inclusive as the environment in which it is performed. The script 

was broken down and while many of  the passages that depict the young girl’s death were 

included, the other modes of  storytelling were interjected to potentially relieve some of  the 

emotional stress of  this weighty topic. Also, by not including human performers in the 
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performance with audience members, the audience was never directly faced with any physical 

manifestations of  the characters and therefore may have been able to imagine the content rather 

than viewing potentially offensive or difficult imagery.  

Spoken word poetry, which in itself  is a form of  performance art, was used as one alternative 

mode of  storytelling. Poetry is powerful, lyrical, and can be interpreted in many ways. Tom 

Drietlan, a local poet, teaching artist, and friend, created original poetry that drew on his 

previous experiences and work to pull themes from Interior and bring a new perspective to the 

experiences of  loneliness, grief, depression, and suicide. Dreitlan’s poetry brought an energy to 

the work that could not have been achieved through script or narrative alone. Not only did the 

words he spoke impress on the audience the major themes of  the story, but his voice carried a 

tone that enlivened the work and the space. The contemporary nature of  his work was in direct 

contrast to the age of  the building and some of  the dated aspects of  the existing script, which 

created palpable friction in the piece. The audio content became something that the audience 

could directly relate to their own lives, while experiencing a performance that may have been 

extremely outside of  their daily routines. Many audience members did not have much or any 

experience with poetry, but all seemed to respond well to this.  

Through an interview with Jim Watkins, the steward of  Silo City, a first person perspective 

narrative was recorded covering Jim’s personal experiences with the site. Watkins is an integral 

part of  maintaining Silo City; his viewpoint provided not only a historically accurate 

representation of  the events and processes that occurred on the site, but also an affectionate tale 

of  a place he so clearly holds dear. With little prompting, Watkins detailed the procedures of 

processing malt, told of  factual and spiritual Native American occurrences, and his own 
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contributions and adorations of  the site. In a way, the historical information included in the 

audio content was not only a history of  the Malt House, but of  Jim as well, and after all, a history 

of  a place does not exist without the people who make it up. This deeply human aspect activated 

both the story and the site by grounding the audience in the place they were inhabiting.  

While music was originally intended as a standalone mode of  storytelling, ambient music was 

rather used to fill the background of  the piece. This created continuity while switching voices and 

‘scenes’, as well as provided tranquil moments during the otherwise silent portions of  the audio. 

The subtle music allowed for the spoken components to stand out and drive the piece, while 

preventing the audio from falling flat and seeming akin to a documentary or other purely 

informational work. While the production was intended to inform the audience of  some factual 

and contextual information, it was also meant to entertain and engage. In future productions, 

music may be considered more directly as a ‘voice’ in the overall narrative. Intentional music 

would create yet another mode of  telling a story which does not rely on understanding or 

perception of  spoken language. Similarly to poetry, it would draw on the themes of  the story and 

use tone, rhythm, and instrumentation to express a ‘scene’. This could be particularly effective for 

children, people who do not have much interest or experience in interpreting a script, or 

individuals who do not speak the language used in the script. Language may be considered even 

further and the audio could employ multiple languages allowing for each audience member to 

comprehend various sections more or less depending on their native tongue. Although these 

concepts were not tested, based on the successes of  other aspects of  this production, it would be 

recommended to be intentional and concise with the number of  storytelling methods, as well as 

the length and aggregation of  each. Too much or too varied information may confuse or exhaust 

audience members creating disinterest and discomfort.   
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As the creators completed and contributed their individual work, the audio piece began to take 

form. Working through hours of  audio recordings, a twenty two minute story was cut together 

using excerpts from each of  the storytellers. Upon beginning this undertaking, the final product 

was not known exactly, but rather a loose structure was generated and portions of  each story 

were extracted and plugged in. This process kept an openness to the story, where each portion 

built on the others and grew organically. In the same way that the entire story can not be 

conceived before a site is chosen, the entire story should not be scripted before working with 

collaborators and having a full body of  content to draw from. When collaborating with others, 

one can never be exactly sure of  what the process will yield, so patience and receptiveness should 

be exercised, which can lead to unexpected but compelling results. By creating the audio content 

in this manner, the finished piece was truly more than the sum of  its parts, and even more so 

when played in the Malt House.  

The Combination  

There are numerous connections, both large and small, concrete and abstract, between the story 

being told and the context of  the site. Many of  these were intended prior to selecting the two, 

and others were discovered as the production was developed, and even after analyzing the results.  

Interior was written in 1895, just twelve years prior to construction of  the Malt House. While the 

play was conceived and performed in Europe and has seemingly nothing to do with the grain 

silos developing in the Rust Belt cities of  America, their timelines coincide which creates potential 

energy between the two. Even if  no human whom ever stepped foot in the Malt House read 

Maeterlink’s work, or visa versa, the connection lies in the possibility of  simultaneous events.  
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The script mentions a crowd of  peasants approaching from a nearby town, which indicates the 

town is close enough to travel by foot, but far enough away that the house seems remote. Silo 

City, and more specifically the Perot Malt House is somewhat isolated from the city of  Buffalo, 

particularly in the way it is separated geographically by the Buffalo River, and can be perceived 

as uninviting due to chain-link fences, overgrown plant life, and monolithic industrial buildings. 

However, many of  the buildings can be seen from a distance and the site is walkable from nearby 

neighborhoods like the Old First Ward.  Although the Perot Malt House is not, nor ever has 

been, a residence, contextually the Malt House and the home described in the story have similar 

ethos. In the story, the young girl dies by drowning in a river, so the Malt House again is an ideal 

site for this performance as the proximity to the Buffalo River brings the element of  water to the 

performance in a very literal sense. However, since the river can not be seen from inside the Malt 

House, it remains as only an adjacent presence.  

Aside from circumstantial linkages between the site and story, there exist a number of 

architectural connections - spatial conditions, adjacencies, materialities, and perceptions. The first 

floor of  the Malt House contains three sets of  kilns - three kilns in the largest room, and two kilns 

in each of  the smaller rooms. The kilns are large brick structures in the center of  each room with 

openings slightly above waist level and weighted metal doors hanging in front of  them. These 

machines were used to heat up and dry out the grains processed in the facility, and now are 

fascinating objects in their obsolescence and magnitude. Most spaces we inhabit on a regular 

basis, particularly theater buildings, are largely open and aim to push structure and practical 

elements to the perimeter or in less publicly accessible areas of  the building. In the Malt House, 

this spatial condition is reversed by creating relatively narrow circulation around substantial 

masses in the middle of  each room. The openings in the kilns also provide visual access across the 
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space, which creates transparency through otherwise solid objects. These openings allow for very 

specific and small, compared to the size of  the kilns themselves, views of  the adjacent space. 

Some superficial coincidences exist such as the number of  kiln openings and number of  windows 

described in the script, but these did not go unnoticed or unused in the design of  the 

performance.  

SURVEY ANALYSIS: 

While one of  the  most important aspects of  testing a theory is to create a scenario with as much 

control present as possible, the methods for testing human behaviors in theatrical events required 

transferring some of  that control to the audience and other factors involved. The production was 

designed as precisely as possible, so that any deviation in audience behavior could be identified 

and analyzed for patterns or idiosyncrasies.  

To determine the perceived success of  various aspects of  the design and production of  this site-

specific, immersive performance, an online survey was developed. The survey focused on four 

major aspects of  the production: the site, headphones, audio content, and verbal directions. 

Many questions included a matrix, allowing the participants to rate the level of  which they 

agreed or disagreed with statements about the production. This gave quantitative results to 

qualitative inquiries.  

In asking for feedback from the audience, the hope was that some design decisions would prove 

to be successful and then repeated, and any unsuccessful aspect of  the production could be 

identified and proposals for future improvements made. While there were many identifiable 

design decisions to ask the audience about, the open-ended questions were included to gather 

information from the audience that was unexpected, unplanned for, or not the sole focus of  the 
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survey. These questions yielded some of  the most influential responses and gave an idea of  the 

audience’s general feelings about the production. [The full survey can be found in Appendix C.] 

The survey itself  was designed, as much as the performance was, in terms of  length, type, and 

order of  questions, in an attempt to attain as much participation as possible from the audience. 

While universal design goals were considered, audience participation surveys or other means of 

evaluations should be designed to include as many populations as possible. The survey given was 

only available online via the Survey Monkey website. A link to the survey was emailed to each 

audience member using addresses collected on the day of  the performance. Audience members 

were therefor able to participate on a computer or mobile device at their convenience with as 

much privacy as they preferred. Informal conversations with some audience members of  both the 

individual performances and group performance influenced some of  the observations and design 

recommendations, by providing individual feedback and specific comments unrelated to the 

specific survey content.  

SITE: 

At least 4 people reported encountering physical barriers at Silo City and at least 6 people 

reported encountering physical barriers in the Perot Malt House. 10 people at least somewhat 

disagreed that someone with a mobility impairment could move around the site easily. 11 people 

at least somewhat disagreed that there were places for them to sit if  they needed it. 95% of 

audience members agreed or strongly agreed that the site of  Silo City and the Perot Malt House 

enhanced the experience and added to the content of  this performance. 100% agreed that the 

building was enjoyable to be in during this performance.  
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The setting of  the performance at Silo City dramatically added to the experience - the visuals of  the historical 

architecture as well as the feeling of  the breeze on my skin enriched the performance and added to the mood. 

Maybe more places to sit while waiting. 

The site seemed abandoned. I was worried that I was going somewhere illegal. The Malt House was cold, but we 

weren't there long enough for it to be a problem. 

Recommendations: 

• Chose a site that does not have physical barriers or construct an intervention 

that makes the existing space fully accessible.  

• Indicate to audience members where they are ‘allowed’ to sit when/if  they 

need to. Alternatively, encourage more physical interaction with the physical 

environment, so that audience members feel comfortable finding their own 

places to sit, rest, lean, etc. 

• In addition to seating within the performance space, consider and designate an 

area for waiting before the performance that is equally comfortable/ 

accessible. 

• Consider thermal comfort - time of  year, time of  day, weather, openness of 

building, expected dress of  audience members. Indicate these conditions to 

the audience prior to their purchasing of  a ticket and/or arrival. 
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HEADPHONES: 

Over 85% of  audience members had never used Silent Disco Headphones prior to this 

performance. 100% of  audience members at least somewhat agreed that the headphones fit, 

were easily adjustable, comfortable, and easy to understand how to operate and adjust volume. At 

least 95% of  audience members agreed that using the headphones was enjoyable and enhanced 

their experience of  this performance.  

I liked that I knew that everyone around me was experiencing the same story as me at the same time, as I attended 

both an individual and a group performance I liked this aspect of  the silent disco headphones better than a personal 

device. 

The headphones helped feel immersed in the performance. 

I loved the headphones because they were mostly noise cancelling of  the surroundings and although it was quiet 

standing there everyone was hearing the same thing. 

The headphones were comforting. they made me feel connected to there people. 

I liked having a communal experience. It felt like the content was delivered exclusively to me but I could see that 

everyone else was listening to the same thing. I thought it was cool. I wish during the period before and after the play 

there was content being delivered through the headphones (i.e. ambient music or narrative or directions or anything) 
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Recommendations: 

• Use of  silent disco headphones was successful. (See Outcomes & 

Recommendations for further analysis.) 

• Provide additional content prior to the performance, such as related music, 

history, or ‘practice’ instructions to give people an idea of  what they are about 

to participate in. There should be a clear indication of  when this content shifts 

from introductory material to the intended performance.  

VERBAL DIRECTIONS: 

86% of  audience members agreed that the verbal directions were easy to understand and 95% 

agreed that they were easy to follow. 100% of  audience members agreed that they enjoyed being 

guided through the space through verbal directions. 

I thought using the buildings materials and sometimes color helped a lot. But towards the end we were told to go to 

a door and pick a spot in the room, some people went in the room with the chair set up but some stayed where the 

projector was, I didn't know which room to go to. 

Without the group, the verbal directions may need to be more explicit and use identifiable landmarks rather than 

cardinal directions as orientation can be skewed. In the group there was generally a consensus to stay together and 

act as the others are within the space, which made it more clear. During the longer intervals of  content it would have 

been nice to hear more contextualizing or instructions on where to focus gaze, stand, or look. Without moving objects 

it was unclear where the intended focal points were. 

In the beginning of  the performance we were given the direction to choose either wall in the seating area, and the 

next direction stated "Turn Left" which would be different depending on which wall we chose. Although it made 
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sense for the wall of  my choosing there was some brief  confusion for those on the other side as it was meant to be to 

their right. 

Recommendations: 

• Results were inconclusive regarding the perceived difficulty of  understanding 

and following verbal directions for people with physical and cognitive 

disabilities. (See Outcomes & Recommendations for further analysis.) 

• Incorporate more explicit verbal directions using acute landmarks or 

architectural features including color, material, furniture, and/or objects.  

• Be consistent with language regarding orientation (i.e. left/right, cardinal 

directions) and limit use of  these terms.  

• Use shorter directions - one to two sentences of  instruction at a time.  

• Within the directions, include suggestions on where to look or focus, in 

addition to physical positioning.  

• When splitting the audience (or when allowing for more free roaming among 

individuals), ensure the next direction is clear for how to rejoin the group or 

get back onto the intended path.  

AUDIO TRACK: 

In order of  enjoyment, audience members preferred the following modes of  storytelling: history 

of  the site, ambient music, spoken word poetry, excerpts of  the script. 90% of  the audience 

enjoyed that there were multiple forms of  storytelling used. At least 85% of  audience members 
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agreed that the audio track lined up well to what they were experiencing and that the audio 

content would not have had the same effect if  they listened to it in another location. 

I think the ambient music was key to pulling the performance together. It really evoked emotions which I really 

enjoyed. 

The background music and sound made the play other-worldly. 

I wish that it was a little bit longer and more direct and explicit in its storytelling. On top of  the dialog there could 

have been a stronger narrator component. I really liked the spoken word poetry and wish there was more of  that. I 

thought that the voice actors and content sounded very professional. 

Recommendations: 

• The content, or the story itself, could be based solely on curating existing work 

and collecting individual stories tied to the site, rather than imposing an 

overall narrative (dramatic script).  

• Further integrate verbal directions and story itself  through the use of  a 

narrator. 

• Results were inconclusive regarding how well audience members understood 

the story being told and how various parts related to one another. (See 

Outcomes & Recommendations for further analysis.) 

EXPERIENCE: 

100% of  audience members agreed that the production was of  a high quality, an appropriate 

length, and interesting in content. 90% of  audience members agreed that the performance took 
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them out of  their comfort zone in a positive way. 100% agreed that they were engaged with what 

was going on around them during the performance and that they enjoyed participating in this 

experience with other audience members. Most audience members disagreed that they would 

prefer to experience this work on their own, but agreed that they would come back to experience 

it again on their own. At least  90% of  audience members agreed that they are interested in 

attending more site-specific and immersive work in the future.  

Worked well: 

Moving throughout the space with descriptions of  the history combined with the background music and short poems 

was really successful. The hanging embroidery hoops swaying in the breeze was entrancing. 

The use of  headphones worked really well, as well as the content being spoken. Also the site was very impactful on 

the experience and made it extremely enjoyable. 

Using the site; feeling the walls, the openness and wind felt like it worked well with the story. 

I think having everyone with headphones was great because if  there were any outsiders they wouldn’t understand our 

experience just by standing next to us and I enjoy how we were all connected without verbal communication to each 

other. You could see expressions on people’s faces to understand their feelings of  the content. 

I enjoyed the way you can imagine what was going on in the narrative while on the site. The fact that everyone 

around you is also experiencing the same thing, but they can't really interrupt the work is cool. It is very engaging 

and I enjoyed the experience very much. 10/10 recommend. 

I liked the bluetooth headphones, the silent disco technology worked well and was engaging. It was within an 

interesting space rather than a sterile, seated theatre. The fact that you moved and experienced a space was good. I 
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think that it's kind of  cool for someone to experience this space for the first time with this context rather than this 

being presented in a familiar space. 

Could be improved: 

Live performers may have helped me follow the storyline a bit better...or maybe it would be too much. I'd be 

interested to see it with both to compare. 

Maybe more walking around and live performers, I didn't understand what I was supposed to be imagining. 

I felt that some of  the directions were lost because at one point we were all walking around the corner and I thought 

I heard a direction to go back into a room in which we started in, but no one was going into the room, so I felt really 

awkward then. I think that if  we are walking then we won't really pay full attention to what is being said so the 

directions should have been a little bit slower. 

The space was accommodating for large groups but I think it would be improved by either A. staggering the groups 

so they meet or intersect at different points, or having different alternate instructions or narratives as the audio, or 

same content in a different order. More encouragement to engage with the site and objects on the site through the 

directions on the audio - similar to when it encouraged you to touch the wall - more of  that would be good. 

DEMOGRAPHICS: 

24% had not been to a performance this year. 52% had been to one or two.  

95% of  audience members had never been to a site-specific performance.  

Most frequently attended type of  performances: musical concerts, musicals, dance performances. 
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19% of  audience members often attend performances at regional touring theaters (i.e. Shea’s 

Performing Arts Center in Buffalo, NY). No other type of  venue showed significant attendance.   

Reasons for often or definitively preventing audience members from attending 

performances: 

Other personal obligations in the evenings or on weekends (67%) 

cost of  admission (57%) 

disinterest in the content of  theatrical performances (52%) 

distance to theaters (52%) 

disinterest in experience of  theatrical performances (33%) 

Heavily influenced attending this performance:  

interested in the style of  performance (48%) 

interested in exploring Silo City (43%) 

performance was free of  charge (43%) 

to gain credit for a college class (43%) 

interested in exploring the Malt House (29%) 

interested in the content of  the performance (24%) 

90% of  audience members were undergraduate students. 

65% of  audience members were in the field of  architecture. Other field included Urban 

Planning, Exercise Science, Accounting, Physics, and Computer Science.  

38% came alone, 29% came with one person, 34% came with 2-3 people.  

All audience members came to the site via car. 57% drove themselves, 34% rode with a friend or 

family member, and 10% used a ride-sharing service.  

95% of  audience members were in the 18-24 age range. 
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OUTCOMES & RECCOMENDATIONS: 

The use of  Silent Disco Headphones was successful for the following reasons: 

• The technology was provided, set-up, and supported by an external company. As such, the 

equipment was ensured to be clean, in good condition, and working properly for the duration 

of  the event. There were no issues with the technology, but a representative from the 

company remained on site for the duration of  the performance to troubleshoot anything that 

may have malfunctioned. Renting the headphones did not require ownership or large 

financial burden, liability, or extensive knowledge of  the intricacies of  the technology. This 

allowed for time and other resources to be spent elsewhere.  

• Using wireless headphones, or headphones of  any kind, was a novel experience for many of 

the audience members, as almost none of  them had used this type of  headphones prior and 

therefor had never used them in this type of  setting. Audience members enjoyed using them 

and seemed to be excited by the idea of  using them for this purpose.  

• Providing each audience member with a pair of  headphones eliminated the need for 

audience members to bring their own mobile devices and headphones. Requiring audience 

members to bring their own equipment may have caused the following problems: 

• Some audience members may not have attended due to the inconvenience or because 

they did not own the proper equipment. This would have been discriminatory to people 

of  lower incomes and potentially to older adults. If  audience members arrived to the site 

and did not own or forgot their devices, they would not have been able to participate and 

could be embarrassed, upset, or angry. 
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• Potential embarrassment could have arisen from some audience members owning lower-

end equipment than others. Not only would the devices look different from others, but 

some devices may perform better or worse than others, providing different experiences 

for those using them. 

• Potential anxiety could have occurred if  an audience member’s device malfunctioned 

during the performance. This would have required their own knowledge and ability to 

solve the problem, or their ability to find someone within the performance or an 

organizer to be able to solve the problem. This would have taken them out of  the 

performance, physically and mentally for a length of  time. 

• Audience members enjoyed the experience of  being in a ‘silent’ room while hearing a story 

directly in their ears and knowing it was the same story that everyone around them was 

hearing. This created a communal environment, where people still felt they had some 

individuality or anonymity.  

The use of  Silent Disco Headphones could be improved : 

• By using silent disco headphones, the performance is limited to one performance, or at least 

one performance at a time. All audience members must arrive around the same time and 

participate in the same event. This forces the performance to be experienced as a group, 

which creates many positive experiences, but limits the ways that people can access it. For 

instance, choosing a day and time, or set of  days and times, that is convenient for most may 

prevent some from experiencing the performance. It also requires audience members to 

partake as a group, which could be uncomfortable if  they are attending alone or if  they are 

unfamiliar/uncomfortable with the format of  the performance.  
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• Silent Disco Headphones should be used for events, which draw groups to the site and allow 

them to experience the performance together. Options should be provided for people to access 

the content again, or for the first time, through other means which allow them to experience 

the performance on their own.  

• Moving objects should be integrated into the design to create visual interest and reinforce 

movement within the space. These objects should be analog, thus not requiring embedded 

technology or other factors in order to perform. They should perform using natural elements 

such as wind and light. Examples employed in the performance were physical objects 

suspended from infrastructure overhead and were moved by the wind. Other methods could be 

the use of  hinges, levers, or other simple machines that can be easily moved by air or human 

interaction, or the use of  materials that reflect, refract, or otherwise affect light in a certain way 

to imply movement. 

OBSERVATIONS: 

Instructions 

The second verbal direction of  the performance instructs audience members to enter the 

building and find a place along the brick wall. All audience members, with two exceptions, stood 

directly against the walls in a single line. There was just enough space for all to do so, with 

slightly more people choosing to walk to the left rather than the right, and those standing towards 

the western side of  the doors were a bit more spread out and further from the wall.  

Verbal directions later on in the performance were not as specific in the location that the 

audience should stand in relation to structural elements, but the audience carried forward the 
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behavior of  remaining spread into a single-person deep row and with their backs to the closest 

wall. This seemed to be the case due to three factors, their learned behavior from the first 

instruction, the comfort of  knowing nothing is going on behind them, and the reduced amount 

of  wind by standing out of  the way of  the open windows.  

Body Language 

Most audience members kept their arms crossed or their hands in their pockets, which seemed to 

be primarily to stay warmer, but also could be due to slight discomfort or unfamiliarity with the 

experience. They also seemed to keep their heads down, facing the ground, when longer sections 

were being spoken, and then looked up or shifted their focus when there was a change in the 

audio. This seemed to be an effect of  concentration or even being engrossed in listening to the 

audio.  

Visualization 

When the audience entered a space for the first time, their eyes first went to moving objects or 

elements such as the hanging embroidery hoops and video projection, then to stationary objects 

or elements that were added, such as the table and chairs, and finally to the existing architecture. 

It seemed that people were first drawn to visually distracting objects, then unfamiliar objects, and 

finally to the entire space - scanning and contextualizing what they had previously seen or heard.  

Audience members did not seem to make eye contact with each other very often and when they 

did it seemed to either be in passing as they were shifting their gaze elsewhere, or with people 

near them to non-verbally confirm what the next action was intended to be.  
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Some of  the most visually stimulating objects were those that moved - in this case that meant 

hanging objects (the embroidery hoops and the paper tube installation). Since the building is not 

sealed, air circulates through the window and door openings, causing the suspended objects to 

swing freely. Audience members tended to spend more time looking towards objects or spaces 

that were moving or changing than they did at stationary objects or the existing architecture. 

They also seemed to pay closer attention to smaller details the longer they were in a space - for 

example, after several minutes in the first room audience members began to observe the 

machinery and intricate structures above their heads, but did not look upwards in other parts of 

the building that they only passed through.  

Leaders & Followers 

Four leaders emerged as the performance progressed, characterized by moving first after a 

direction had been given, walking with conviction between spaces, and appearing more curious 

(looking in and around spaces not mentioned in the audio).  

The first of  these leaders is several years older than many of  the other audience members, and is 

known by some through his teaching role. This person was the designer of  the paper tube 

installation and had spent considerable time in this building prior to the performance. They were 

consistently the first person to start walking when instructed to do so and did not linger in any 

location. 

The second and third leader were a pair of  students who had previously participated in the 

experience, as a test run two days prior. They had heard the audio track once before and 

although they had not explored the entire building or site, they knew the intended path. These 

students were not instructed to act in any particular way during the performance but took on a 
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leadership role by moving around the building confidently and looking behind them to check if 

others were moving through the space ‘correctly’.  

The fourth leader was in fact a follower. This person had also previously participated in the 

experience and understood the intended circulation of  audience members. He lingered at the 

back of  the group and very subtly shepherded the audience forward.  

DOCUMENTATION: 

To capture the event of  the performance, video recording was done in collaboration with Rachel 

Doktor, a graduate student filmmaker at the University at Buffalo. Her work captures space in a 

very unique way, focusing on minute details and textures as well as giving an overall impression 

and feeling of  the entire place. This was important in documenting the Perot Malt House and the 

performances of In the Dark, as the interior and exterior conditions, the movement through the 

space, and the minutia of  audience behaviors were crucial to analyze the production. Three 

stationary GoPro (wide angle lens) cameras, one stationary GH4 camera, and one handheld 

GH5 camera operated by Doktor were used to document the group audience performance. An 

additional handheld GH4 camera was operated by Rutuja Sawant during the performance with 

only human performers.  

These shots were used to capture the vacant building, the performance with human performers 

only, the performance with only one audience member, and the performance with a group of 

audience members. Wider angle and overhead shots showed how the audience circulated through 

the building and their collective behaviors, whereas the handheld shots captured facial 

expressions of  the performers and audience members as well as material textures and point of 

view perspectives of  the space.  
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In her own words, Doktor describes her experience working on this project: 

“My experience in this project, In The Dark, took my mind to places I had not accessed for a 
while; multilayered, emotional performance along side an audible journey while walking into, 
among and alongside ancient walls of  Silo City really does open up your mentality and respect 
for historic sites. The temporal space also demonstrates how the grain sillos can be transformed, 
molded and woven through other artists work; the cross, the hanging cylinders, and the external 
writing on the brick. 

[Habla’s] utilization of  the space was unique in a way that each room was treated like a chapter 
marker. The beginning tied back into the end, and the rhythm of  performers and audience in 
between spoke of  some unspoken dance, ghosted upon one another as no performers were 
present in the audience's exploratory space. Only their simple props remained, giving subtle 
hints to the narrative story told through audio. 

It was interesting following the audience members as not just an operator but one of  them, 
hearing the audio clear and synchronized in my ears I could envision both layers of  the internal 
space; while they looked on in curiosity wondering what could be happening in the spaces in 
front of  them (within the directed actions, referenced locations and props, movement directions), 
I was combining the latter, creating a multilayered experience unconsciously while documenting 
on the last day of  filming. 

The site of  Silo City not only transformed the way it was interpreted but also the way it felt as a 
character in itself. Documenting it through multiple lens and angles, I felt some of  that character 
and began to learn it as an entity of  great value, respect of  time and the passage of  time. It 
became an uplifting, yet gloomy embodiment as the last of  the audience members exited the 
space, walking to their cars. I stopped recording on each camera and removed my evidence of 
existence in the space. The story was over, and the site lay silent once more.” 

REVIEW COMMENTS: 

The Final Review of  this work was held on Tuesday May 8 from 10:00 - 11:00 am in Crosby Hall 

on the University at Buffalo South Campus. Reviewers included faculty of  the School of 

Architecture and Planning including Annette LeCuyer, Miguel Guitart, Martha Bohm, and 

external critics Mustapha Faruki (2018-19 BanhamFellow) and Eleanor Pries (UCBerkeley).  
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The (Non)Sensory Experience 

Reliance on the audio component of  this theatrical event became very evident through the 

presentation of  the work. The question was raised if  the experience was truly inclusive if  it 

potentially excluded people who are deaf  or have difficulty hearing. The intention was that all 

senses would be considered and that multiple modes of  content would be used to tell the story. 

Visual cues included the set pieces as well as by watching the other members of  the audience 

moving through the space in a unified manner. Olfactory and haptic elements tended to be 

effects rather than truly designed features. (Gustatory elements were not considered at all.)  

By giving everyone a personal pair of  headphones, they were able to adjust the volume to their 

specifications, essentially leveling the playing field in regard to hearing ability (unless one had no 

auditory ability, and this does not include perceptibility of  the recording). How can other senses 

be considered in this way? What if  the space was intentionally darkened, so that visual navigation 

became impossible and audience members were required to feel their way through the space? 

What if  all audience members were given ear plugs, reducing their hearing, and focusing 

primarily on their vision?  

In eliminating one (or more) sense(s), the audience is leveled by one metric, they are forced to 

hone in on their other senses to understand their environment, and in some small way there may 

be an empathic effect from temporarily experiencing a different set of  abilities. In any of  these 

outcomes, the audience becomes acutely aware of  their senses and responds to the space and 

story in different ways.  

The True Palimpsest 
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Based on the scope, including budget, schedule, and other resources, the length of  the 

performance was condensed as was the number of  channels (or tracks) and number of  test 

performances. However, one of  the untested conditions would be having individuals or groups of 

audience members listening to different tracks at the same time or listening to the same track at 

staggered times. In the way that the performance was ultimately done, there were a few instances 

where the audience viewed other audience members completing the action they had just 

completed. This occurred primarily on either side of  the opening between the two main rooms. 

The thick concrete wall created a physical barrier, but the aperture established visual 

transparency between the two spaces.  

Small groups of  audience members could enter the performance in spaced intervals, as a canon. 

At some points they would be occupying the same space as another group or groups but would be 

hearing different moments in the story, therefore projecting alternative meaning on the same 

space at the same time. At other points, the audience would see both a physical trace of  where 

they had just been and a glimpse into where they are about to be. This is a true mixing of  time 

and space, and generates physical and non-physical traces in layers of  action and event.  

Another scenario was considered where different audio tracks with slightly different content 

would be provided to the audience. This could be entirely different stories, the same story told 

through different modes, the same story told non-chronologically, the same story with different 

verbal instructions, or any number of  possibilities which disturb the single track, autonomous 

audience performance. This could become particularly dynamic with the addition of  ‘actors’, 

since multiple meanings over time could be given by different audience members hearing 

different content.  
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The Apparatus 

All of  the conditions set up for the production of In the Dark were external to the body and acted 

upon the audience. Headphones may be considered an exception to this as they have a more 

intimate relationship to the body and in some regard become a physical and temporary extension 

of  the body.  

A question was raised about how the headphones as an apparatus may be expanded upon and 

developed as a mechanism not only for delivering content but either simultaneously or 

alternatively for producing content. Video projection was employed to visually convey 

information during the performance and remained stationary as an effect of  using a standard 

projector in place. In order for the audience to view the projection or interact with the light it 

produced, it was essential that they moved to a particular location and oriented their body to a 

single planar surface, or moved between the projector and the wall. Instead, the audience could 

wear, carry, or otherwise move with a device which projects (or transmits, as in not only referring 

to video/light) content on their environment. In this case, the audience would have much more 

agency in terms of  where precisely the story took place and how the content was manifested in 

space. For instance, if  a video was projected from a source on the audience member’s chest, they 

could face any direction and cast the image on any surface they desired. This becomes more 

dynamic when considering other audience members would be in relatively close proximity, 

potentially projecting the same or different imagery, as well as acting as a surface to be projected 

on. These surfaces therefore may not be planar or stationary.  

Other than video projection, other sensory catalysts could be produced from this apparatus. 

Rather than audio being directly delivered into individual’s ears, speakers could be directed 
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outwards, emitting sound for others to hear and respond to. This device could also produce 

tactile stimuli such as touching the body in a way to guide circulation, or producing textured 

surfaces or temperature controlled air that corresponds to the content of  the story. Some of  these 

interpretations  relate specifically to the individual, but other could begin to inform group 

dynamics. For instance, if  one or more audience members are wearing devices that emit a sound 

and/or light projection, other audience members may want to or feel compelled to move closer 

to those individuals to better see or hear. This could be used to direct circulation. 

This begins to blur the line between actor and audience, as the audience members become 

vehicles for storytelling and voluntarily (or through encouragement) participate in advancing the 

performance. While some may not be comfortable with ‘acting’ or attracting attention, these 

scenarios would be rather low-risk since they do not require any action from the audience 

member - one could stand motionless and speechless while their apparatus produces a sensory 

experience for them and others.  

Describing these potential conditions alludes to a sort of  exoskeleton, physically attached to the 

body, which would need to be carefully considered and designed to follow universal design goals. 

There are precedents for such devices ranging from rehabilitation robotics to traditional 

eyeglasses. The challenge would lie in merging this equipment with theatrical technology. 

Developed from a different field and for far different purposes, devices like laser tag vests may be 

used as a jumping point for how wearable technology can be used in participatory theatre. If  this 

were to be implemented, the experience of  attending a performance could much less resemble 

being shown to a seat and be much more like strapping in to an amusement park ride. This 
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analogy may only apply to the physical process, as the quality and integrity of  the design and 

content should still remain as high as possible.  

In addition to using this apparatus for production purposes, devices may also be suited for 

documentation purposes. One audience member from each of  the individual and group 

performances was given a GoPro camera and instructed to hold the camera at their chest for the 

duration of  the performance with no other direction, so as to capture a true perspective from the 

view of  the audience. Video capturing devices could be used to document the performance as 

well as to project back into the space, creating a loop of  surveillance and time. [This may relate 

more to the content of In the Dark than to other stories, but similar concepts may be considered 

based on appropriateness.] Positioning software may also be used to precisely capture the paths 

and movements of  the audience. On an individual level this could be used to generate drawings 

showing circulation and nodes of  interest, or at a group level notions of  collective experience and 

larger patterns could be detected. As new technologies emerge they should be examined and 

integrated into the production as appropriate and without compromising the integrity of  the 

performance or the ease of  the audiences’ participation.  

Control vs. control 

Designing an immersive theatrical event requires a certain level of  Control, in order to create a 

meaningful and intentional experience, as well as to maintain safety, comfort, and enough 

consistency for ‘actors’ and audience to understand their environment at all times. However, 

while architects may enjoy ‘playing God’, interesting conditions may occur when the audience is 

given more agency in their own experience.  
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In many theatrical settings, performers are directed to improvise, generating their own speech, 

actions, and movements. This is typically done within parameters such as staying ‘in character’, 

remaining within a spatial boundary, or arriving at point B from point A by a certain time. 

Likewise, the audience can and should be given agency to make decisions for themselves within a 

given set of  boundaries. Audience members will inherently deviate from the precisely designed 

track, so this should be capitalized on rather than stifled. The audience should not be treated as 

automatons, going through prescribed motions, but rather naturally go through the performance 

using their own lenses and preconceptions. The intention of  immersive theatre is to allow each 

individual to have a unique experience, so generating a track that is too strict defeats this notion.  

If  performers and audience members are simultaneously ‘improvising’ their trajectories may 

unexpectedly cross, new spatial dependencies may emerge, or emphasis may be placed on 

unintended moments. All of  these, and other possibilities, could result in positive and negative 

consequences. A thorough understanding of  the space as well as the intended actions of  both 

perfumers and audience members is required to be able to allow for these less controlled 

moments to occur successfully.  

Metaphorically, this can be applied to the concept of  palimpsest as palimpsests are often 

unintentional and/or unplanned for, such as portions of  buildings naturally destroyed or 

purposely demolished, leaving marks and traces on the remaining structure. The result could be 

beautiful or unfortunate, based on the objective condition and the subjective perception of  any 

person. The effects of  a palimpsest may also be neutral, for instance the impression of  writing on 

the next page of  a notebook may be of  no consequence to its author or reader, but exists 
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nonetheless as a record of  an action and could be later reinterpreted or used for alternative 

purposes.  

OUTCOMES: 

There are larger implications of  this project at an urban and regional scale. At the urban level, 

this performance will activate an existing building within the fabric of  the city and potentially 

draw interest in the building as well as the surrounding context. While the intention of  this 

project is to create a performance that is highly specific to the built environment where it is set, 

the building could be used for future artistic endeavors, or repurposed for another program. 

Based on the success of  this event, similar events could be produced in other buildings or urban 

spaces within the city of  Buffalo that use the concepts of  site-specific/immersive theatre, 

inclusivity, and site interpretation. As a model, this could be replicated in other places with 

similar conditions, such as cities in the Rust Belt of  the United States. The performance resulting 

from this research project will be a stand alone event, but provide a replicable precedent for other 

architects, designers, and/or theatre professionals to reference. Repeating the process of 

removing theatre from theaters provides opportunity for theatrical work to become more rich, for 

underutilized buildings to gain new life, and for underrepresented populations to engage in the 

performing arts.  
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